
In case you&#8217;d like to spend a while absorbed in the universe of a single artist&#8217;s practice, you might like to visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly, where we publish deep archives of the work of individual
artists.This week, we&#8217;re featuring the archive ofÂ Moyra Davey, where you can find documentation of 28 projects by the Canadian artist.The post Contemporary Art Quarterly: Moyra Davey first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â Yu Nishimura, Kazuyuki TakezakiVenue:Â KAYOKOYUKI, TokyoExhibition Title:Â Twin Boat SongsDate: August 23 â€“ September 20, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of KAYOKOYUKI, TokyoPress Release:Press Release:For this time, we have been working together.We walked up the hilly road to the
studio.There were a number of in-progress paintings hanging in the studio. There are lots of paints.And brushes.We take unfinished paintings and add some touches in a leisurely way. This place seems to welcome more
things than a white canvas.Two in turns, or together.From the hill we could see the beautiful sea, the ships coming and going.&#8211; Kazuyuki Takezaki, Yu Nishimura&nbsp;We are pleased to announce our upcoming
exhibition Twin Boat Songs by Kazuyuki Takezaki and Yu Nishimura in KAYOKOYUKI. We will present paintings and drawings created in collaboration by the two artists.In the fall of 2017, Nishimura participated as a
resident in an art project organized by Takezaki in his hometown of Kochi Prefecture, which led to an exchange back-and-forth of paintings between the two artists, connecting their respective bases in Shikoku and
Kanagawa. The two artists worked together on these works, adding a few touches to the unfinished paintings/drawings that were mailed spontaneously to each other, or conversing back to back in the studio.Each artist
imagined the landscape that the other one might be seeing, let himself be traveling to, or created a stage for a fictional character as they drew and painted. In those paintings, we can sense the smell of the wind in the
trees, the sound of the waves on the shore, and the presence of a figure crossing the asphalt nonchalantly.We hope you will be able to follow the path of each painting by tracing the after-images that are superimposed on
the surface of the artworks.KAZUYUKI TAKEZAKIBorn in 1976 in Kochi, Japan. BA from Kochi University, Faculty of education in 1999. Currently lives and works in Kagawa prefecture.Selected Exhibitions: Solo show
Artist Focus #01 Kochi Prefectual Art Museum (upcoming, 2020), Contemporary Art Eye vol.13 8/CUBE 1,2,3 Shibuya Hikarie (supervised by Tomio Koyama, Tokyo, 2020), parinters, Nakata Museum (Hiroshima, 2018),
#12 Post-Formalist Painting, statements (Tokyo,2017), Solo show Heaven Hill , MISAKO &amp; ROSEN (Tokyo, 2016), Solo show Kochi / Kazuyuki Takezaki, Susaki Street Corner Gallery (Kochi,2015), Solo show THE
STEAK HOUSE DOSKOI (Tokyo, 2015), The Way of Painting, Tokyo Opera City Art Gallery (Tokyo, 2014), Depicting the Indelible Japanese Landscape, Musee Bernard Buffet (Shizuoka, 2014), Now Japan, Kunsthal
KADE (Amersfoort, 2013), Imprisoned, Jailbreak, XYZ Collective (Tokyo, 2013), Solo show Numbers and Variations, MISAKO &amp; ROSEN (Tokyo, 2013), Real Japanesque The Unique World of Japanese
Contemporary Art, The National Museum of Art Osaka (Osaka, 2012), i&#8217;ll explain you everythiinnngggg, Chert (Berlin, 2012), Tokaido Shinfukei Yamaguchi Akira to Takezaki Kazuyuki, The Sculpture Garden
Museum Vangi Museo (Shizuoka, 2011), Solo show Tokaido The New Landscape Part ll, MISAKO &amp; ROSEN (Tokyo, 2011)YU NISHIMURABorn in 1982 in Kanagawa, Japan. BA from Tama Art University in 2004.
Currently lives and works in Kanagawa. Selected exhibitions: Solo show at KAYOKOYUKI / CrÃ¨vecoeur (Tokyo / Paris, upcoming 2020), 2019 VOCA 2019 at The Ueno Royal Museum (Tokyo, 2019), ACT Vol.1 â€“First
Lingering Mist of Spring, Tokyo Arts and Space, TOKAS Hongo (Tokyo, 2019), 2018 Contemporary Art Eye vol.13 8/CUBE 1,2,3 Shibuya Hikarie (supervised by Tomio Koyama, Tokyo, 2018) , Solo show Aperto 09
Nishimura Yu -paragraphÂ at Kanazawa 21st Century Museum (Kanazawa, 2018), Azamino Contemporary vol.9 at Yokohama Civic Art Gallery Azamino (Kanagawa, 2018), CONDO Shanghai at Gallery Vacancy(2018),
Contemporary Art of The 21st Century, Exhibition of Taguchi Art Collection at The Hiratsuka museum of art (Kanagawa, 2018), Natsu no Tobira, Organized by Misako and Jeffrey RosenÂ at SHANE CAMPBELL
GALLERY (Chicago, 2017), FACE 2016: FACE Award Winners -The Way of Paintings 2016Â at Seiji Togo Memorial Sompo Japan Museum of Art (Tokyo, 2016), Solo show project N 61Â at Tokyo Opera City Art Gallery
(Tokyo, 2015) , Art Kurabiraki Fujiyoshida 2014 at Ono Satoshi Open Studio (Yamanashi, 2014) , Solo show TWS- Emerging 202 at Tokyo Wonder Site Hongo (Tokyo, 2013)Link: Kazuyuki Takezaki, Yu NishimuraÂ at
KAYOKOYUKIThe post Kazuyuki Takezaki, Yu Nishimura at KAYOKOYUKI first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Kazuyuki TakezakiVenue:Â Misako &amp; Rosen, TokyoExhibition Title:Â Miso soup on the
board, OrangeDate: August 23 â€“ September 20, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Misako &amp; Rosen, TokyoPress
Release:MISAKO &amp; ROSEN is pleased to announce Miso soup on the board, Orange our sixth exhibition with artist Kazuyuki Takezaki. A selection of recent exhibitions includes : Contemporary Art Eye Volume 13,
Shibuya Hikarie (organized by Tomio Koyama, 2020), Painters, Nakata Museum, Hiroshima (2019) and Post-Formalist Painting, statements, Tokyo (2018). In October of 2020, Takezaki will present a solo exhibition at the
Museum of Art, Kochi; his work was previously presented in the group exhibitions The Way of Painting, Tokyo Opera City Art Gallery (2014), Real Japanesque : The Unique World of Japanese Contemporary Art, The
National Museum of Art, Osaka (2012) and New Tokaido Landscapes : Yamaguchi Akira and Takezaki Kazuyuki, The Vangi Sculpture Garden Museum, Shizuoka (2011). Takezakiâ€™s work is include in the collection of
the National Museum of Art, Osaka and the Vangi Sculpture Garden Museum. Concurrent with our exhibition, the nearby KAYOKOYUKI gallery will present an exhibition of collaborative works by Takezaki and Yu
Nishimura (http://www.kayokoyuki.com/en/)The present exhibition includes two distinct bodies of work; Takezakiâ€™s ongoing â€œBoard/Tableâ€• paintings and a new series titled â€œOrangeâ€•. In each group of
paintings, Takezaki continues to engage the traditional media of landscape in an attempt to expand the vocabulary of contemporary painting. For each â€œBoardâ€• painting, Takezaki demarcates a top and bottom edge,
painting a distinct black and a distinct white horizontal bar across the shorter sides of a small wooden panel; placed between these painted bars is a roughly-cut piece of canvas on which has been painted a landscape.
While painting the landscape, Takezaki allows himself the freedom of rotating the panel, blurring any clear sense of which side, black or white is the top and which side is the bottom &#8211; everything takes place within
this state of orchestrated confusion until the work is finished and Takezaki makes a decision with regards to the orientation of the paining. Unusual for Takezaki, the landscapes are painted within the studio, from memory.
The â€œOrangeâ€• paintings find Takezaki considering the distinct palette of the Marugame skyline at dusk and its calming influence on his practice. No less complex, in these paintings we see a distillation &#8211;
Takezakiâ€™s impulse towards sketch and collage subdued; a sort of acoustic version of his practice.Link: Kazuyuki Takezaki at Misako &amp; RosenThe post Kazuyuki Takezaki at Misako & Rosen first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Mire LeeVenue:Â Art Sonje Center, SeoulExhibition Title:Â CarriersDate: July 23 â€“ September 13, 2020Curated By: Hyo Gyoung JeonSelected By: Jacob FabriciusClick here to view
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Art Sonje Center, SeoulPress Release:Art Sonje Center proudly presents Carriers, a solo exhibition by Mire Lee
from July 23 toÂ September 13, 2020. Mire Lee uses machinery that operates by simple principles, along with materials that can be felt with the hands in her sculpture and installation work. An artist who regards it as
important to touch materials by hand as she works, Lee relies on purely physical cues to perceive the world.Her new work Carriers (2020), which is being shown for the first time in this exhibition, is a large kinetic sculpture
that uses a hose pump, with a form resembling an animalâ€™s digestive organs. The installation/sculpture work repeats movements as it sucks up, transports, and extracts viscous matter. As the substance moves
through the sculptureâ€™s structure, sounds are produced at odd moments along with the rhythm of the machinery movements. Those soundsâ€”which lead one to imagine a situation where some living thing is prying
through narrow cracks to emerge into the outsideâ€”represent another form of energy produced by the substanceâ€™s movement. With the sculpture serving as an analogy for the living body, the movements are natural,
and the machinery is an important element that propels the substances touched by the artist and drives their repetition.This structure serves as a figurative expression of Mire Leeâ€™s conceptual approach. She imagines
bodies as â€œcarriersâ€• to concretize her relationship to the substances she touches. For Lee, â€œcarriersâ€• is a word to describe a state of the human body, but it is also a concept that could be applied to her
sculpture works. Mire Leeâ€™s Carriers can be explained more concretely through the idea of the â€œvoreâ€• genre of subcultures. â€œVoreâ€• is short for â€œvorarephilia,â€• a fetish that has to do with living people
or creatures consuming or being consumed alive. In conceptual terms, â€œvoreâ€• is a matter of being swallowed by and existing within another, or conversely of placing another inside of oneâ€™s body, and thereby
eliminating the very idea of distance from it. Taking this concept to its extreme, one may even imagine a return to the motherâ€™s wombâ€”a condition in which the â€œvoreâ€• idea transforms into an asexual, abstract
state, which ultimately evokes the human condition at the most primal of stages.The other sculptures within the exhibition put on view bit attitudes that contrast with the Carriers installation. Concrete Bench for Carriers
(2020) is a concrete cast sculpture created so that viewers can sit down to observe the exhibition. The work is placed low and long on the ground together with the sculptures of Horizontal Forms (2020), which exhibits a
weaker range of energy activity next to the movements of Carriers. Their positioning forms a natural overlap when one observes the video work Sleeping Mom (2020), which is projected on the wall. Compared with other
physical movements and postures, the state of reclining requires only a very small amount of energy. Moreover, reclining presumes the obvious state of being alive rather than deadâ€”equating it to the continuation of a
still undecided state of vulnerability to attack. Conversely, this vulnerability calls to the moment the preconditions for being alive. By placing her sculptures side-by-side in moving and reclining states, the artist employs a
dialectic of sculptural language to suggest the ambivalence of the human state of being.In some tribes, shamans are said to undergo a ceremony of stripping away skin so that they can respond more keenly to small
stimuli, and thereby mediate the feelings of others. In this story from the oral tradition, Lee identifies a starting point toward a subversive power. To her, sculptures serve as a centripetal point that incites an experience and
contemplation of everything besides oneselfâ€”like the flayed shamans, they are â€œcarriersâ€• keenly raising their sensory feelers. This is also the approach of the artist, who attempts to view her objects not through an
intellectual approach or interpretation, but in terms that are practical and intuitive.With its metonymic representation of the primal movements of various substances as they travel through the bodyâ€”blood, embryos,
pathogens, and nutrientsâ€”the exhibition Carriers suggests an experience of being imbued with the world within the most private and physical realm of the senses.Link: Mire Lee at Art Sonje CenterThe post Mire Lee at
Art Sonje Center first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Elizabeth PeytonVenue:Â UCCA Center for Contemporary Art, BeijingExhibition Title:Â Elizabeth Peyton: PracticeDate: August 15 â€“ November 29,
2020Organized By: Luan ShixuanClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of image
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